PAD London 2019 showcased a bouquet of ambitious, futuristic and classical works.

Galleries from around the world, leading contemporary artists and prolific 20th-century creators participated in the event. Here are the highlights.
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Take a look at the fascinating exhibits at the recently concluded PAD London.

London’s leading fair for art, design and decorative arts took over Mayfair last week. PAD London saw galleries from around the world come together to share works by prolific 20th-century artists and contemporary creators. The fair, which took place from 29th September to 4th October, highlighted rare works by the likes of Le Corbusier and Cardenas alongside experimental pieces by young artists. Here is AD India’s roundup of what stood out at the fair this year.
Furniture and lighting studio Achille Salvagni Atelier showcased a stunning collection of objects made from Murano glass. Salvagni worked with Murano masters to push the boundaries of the material—creating not just lighting and decorative pieces but also furniture. The iconic Drop table from Salvagni’s 2015 collection, recreated in hand-blown glass and bronze, took centre stage at the exhibition—also worth mentioning is the bar cabinet Dido, made from ivory parchment and encrusted with Murano glass details.